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   OFF ORDER BOOK TRADING RULES 

   Trades 
    
   Obligations of member firms to market makers in quote driven securities [3080]  
    

G 3080  A broker dealer acting as principal in a quote driven security shall disclose it is acting as 
principal to a market maker, prior to attempting to deal unless the broker dealer is 
conducting a riskless principal trade. 

    
   Guidance to Rule: 

 
Contracts for difference and hedging business may constitute riskless principal trades for 
the purpose of this rule. 

    

G 3081  A member firm shall not execute a trade on Exchange which is on terms that are worse 
than any of the individual firm quotes available in the relevant quote-driven security, after 
taking into account any relevant trading, settlement and clearing costs. 

    
   Guidance to Rule: 

 
The Exchange reserves the right to contact either counterparty to obtain confirmation that 
trade has been executed in accordance with this rule. 

    
   MARKET MAKER RULES 
    

   Market makers in quote driven securities 
    
   Exceptions to obligations of market makers in quote driven securities [4220-4221] 
    

G 4220  A market maker is under no obligation to: 
    
  4220.1 deal where it is approached by a dealing agent acting for a market maker registered in the 

security in question; 
    
  4220.2 deal where it is approached by a broker dealer acting as principal; 
    
  4220.3 deal in the price and size displayed in its firm quote where effecting a trade would result in a 

breach of rule 3081; 
    
  4220.34 deal in a security where there is a public holiday on a venue on which the relevant security, 

or a security underlying the relevant security, has its principal listing; or 
    
  4220.45 deal in a security where there is a trading halt on a venue on which the relevant security, or a 

security underlying the relevant security, has its principal listing and may delete its firm 
quotes.  A market maker must re-enter its firm quotes on resumption of trading. 

    
   

 
 
 
 

Guidance to Rule: 
 
Rule 4220.1 & 4220.2 
 
The rationale is to protect market makers in their capacity as named liquidity providers when 
performing business in accordance with their obligations. 
 

   
 
 

Rule 4220.2 
 
A market maker would however continue to be obliged to deal with a broker dealer acting 
as principal for a customer (e.g. as part of a riskless principal trade or a 'give up'). 
 
(Amended N37/09 – effective 19 August 2009) 

 


